
 

 

Archaeology 
Resource List for Grades 9 through 12 

The Resources in this document can be used with the Archeology Curriculum Packet for grades 
9-12. 

Books 
Nonfiction and Biography	

• Archaeologists: Explorers of the Human Past (Oxford Profiles), 2003 by Brian Fagan 
(Author). Archaeologists collects together biographies of more than 30 archaeologists of 
the past two centuries. In the process, Archaeologists presents an engaging portrait of 
how digging for treasure evolved into the respected and vital science we know today. 

• Concise Oxford Dictionary of Archaeology (Oxford Quick Reference) 2010 by Timothy 
Darvill  (Author). This is the most wide-ranging, comprehensive, and up-to-date 
dictionary of archaeology available. 

• A Little History of Archaeology (Little Histories) Hardcover ,2018 by Brian 
Fagan (Author). The thrilling history of archaeological adventure, with tales of danger, 
debate, audacious explorers, and astonishing discoveries around the globe. 

• The Lost World of the Old Ones: Discoveries in the Ancient Southwest, 2016 by David 
Roberts (Author). For more than 5,000 years the Ancestral Puebloans Native Americans 
who flourished long before the first contact with Europeans occupied the Four Corners 
region of the southwestern United States. Just before AD 1300, they abandoned their 
homeland in a migration that remains one of prehistory's greatest puzzles.  

• National Geographic Investigates: Ancient Africa: Archaeology Unlocks the Secrets of 
Africa's Past 2007 by Victoria Sherrow  (Author). Archaeology reveals the rich histories 
of complex cultures in the cradle of humankind.  

• National Geographic Investigates: Ancient Celts: Archaeology Unlocks the Secrets of the 
Celts' Past, 2008 by Jen Green (Author).  The distinctive languages, art, and mythologies 
of the ancient Celts give archaeologists a fascinating challenge in Northern Europe.  

• National Geographic Investigates: Ancient Maya: Archaeology Unlocks the Secrets of 
the Maya's Past, 2008 by Nathaniel Harris (Author). As Europe endured its Dark Ages, 
the Maya mapped the heavens and mastered mathematics.  

• National Geographic Investigates Ancient Rome: Archaeology Unlocks the Secrets of 
Rome's Past, 2007 by Zilah Deckker (Author). Archaeologists have searched for years, 
looking for clues to the history of the Imperial Romans.  

• The World Encyclopedia of Archaeology: The World's Most Significant Sites and 
Cultural Treasures, 2012 by Dr. Aedeen Cremin (Editor). Find here a comprehensive 
view of the past as seen through the remnants of civilizations as they emerge and expand. 



Fiction 

• Shadows of the Stone Benders (The Anlon Cully Chronicles) (Volume 1), 2016 by K 
Patrick Donoghue (Author). World-renowned scientist Anlon Cully is unexpectedly 
swept into the thick of a suspense-riddled adventure when his archaeologist uncle, Devlin 
Wilson, dies under suspicious circumstances. 

Others in this Series: 

• Race for the Flash Stone (The Anlon Cully Chronicles) (Volume 2) by K Patrick 
Donoghue Paperback $10.87 

• Curse of the Painted Lady ((The Anlon Cully Chronicles) (Volume 3)) by K Patrick 
Donoghue Paperback $17.64 

Magazines, Journals, Miscellaneous 

● Archaeology Magazine.  From the Archaeological Institute of America. 
https://www.archaeology.org/ 

● Current World Archaeology.  A magazine that connects you to the past.  
https://www.world-archaeology.com/ 

Online Links 
These sites are all maintained by institutions with an involvement in Archaeology.  They have a 
rich array of resources, including background information, simulated experiences, and much 
more. 

● American Museum of Natural History Welcome to OLogy! A science website for kids 
from the American Museum of Natural History. 
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/archaeology 

● Archaeology Career Information: The education and training needed to become an 
archaeologist, and the kinds of jobs that archaeologists do. 
http://www.saa.org/publicftp/PUBLIC/resources/Careers.html 

● Archaeology's Interactive Digs: Follow online as ancient civilizations are unearthed. 
Archaeological Institute of America brings the excavations to you! Get full access to 
frequently updated field notes, Q&A with archaeologists, video, student journals, and 
more! http://www.interactivedigs.com 

● Current World Archaeology Magazine:  Collection of links to Museums with online 
collections. https://www.world-archaeology.com/category/museum/ 
 

Background information for the Educator 

● Archaeology for Educators.  This unit provides educators with background information 
on archaeology as well as hands-on and interactive activities to introduce the fascinating 
field of archaeology to students of all ages. 
http://www.saa.org/publicftp/PUBLIC/educators/index.html   

● Archaeological Institute of America https://www.archaeological.org/                           



● The Smithsonian  https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/archaeology/ 
● Society for American Archaeology http://www.saa.org 
  


